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Dr. Kroll's basic complaint in hisarticle is that I and
others have created "a canonical list of guidelines for
proper therapy" that areharmful to psychiatrists and
their patients. I state clearly in my articles that
boundary guidelines arenot standards. Forexample,
one of my articles cited by Dr. Kroll, which he pre
sumably read, states:

An absolutist position concerning treatment boundary guide
lines cannot be taken. Otherwise, it would be appropriate to
refer to boundary guidelines as boundary standards. Effective
treatment boundariesdo not createwallsthat separate the ther
apist from the patient. Instead, they define a fluctuating, rea
sonably neutral, safe space thatenables the dynamic, psycholog
ical interaction between therapist and patient to unfold. Since
treatment boundaries havea certain variability, unanimity of
professional opinion does not exist on a number of boundary
issues. Moreover, practitioners may place a different emphasis
oncertain boundary guidelines.'

There are always exceptions to any boundary guide
line. Currently, therearemore than 450 psychother-
apies. Thus, it isnot surprising that the therapy tech
niques of one therapist maybe anathema to another
therapist who considers such practices to be clear
boundary violations. Much variability in defining
treatmentboundaries appears to bea functionof the
patient, the therapist, the type of treatment, and the
statusof the therapeuticalliance. I havealways main
tained that psychiatry should continue to be highly
receptive to innovative treatments that offerthe hope
ofhelping the mentally ill. Sound, but flexible, treat
ment boundaries should facilitate such innovation in
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psychotherapy. I agree withDr. Kroll that inflexible,
rigid treatment boundaries are inimical to good clin
ical care.

Dr. Kroll expresses the concern that "The problem
here is that when these 'guidelines', supported by
examples of therapeutic disasters, comeout in print,
then standards become set for our entire profession
and therapists whodo not agree in principle or prac
tice withsuch standards maybe pilloried in court by
attorneys who cite the published guidelines." Sucha
direstatementisoverwrought and unfounded.I have
never proposed treatment boundary standards. I
have made sufficiently clear the difference between
standards and guidelines. The guidelines I describe
are prefaced by caveats concerning their variability,
flexibility, and context that preclude dogmatic asser
tions about boundary maintenance. Moreover, only
egregious boundary-violation cases are litigated.
Very few go to trial. Most of thesecases are setded.

Attorneys, in theirexercise of zealous advocacy on
behalfof clients, have wide latitude in their conduct
of cross-examination of witnesses. Within eviden
tiary constraints, attorneys mayfreely use allor parts
of published materials that suit their purposes. Dr.
Knoll's article may be used against therapists and
other witnesses who do not subscribe to his views,
perhaps in ways he did not originally intend or ex
pect. Nor is Dr. Kroll immune from being "pillo
ried" by his article, should he venture into court.

Dr. Kroll complains about my guideline, "main
tainrelative therapist neutrality". I may not have em
phasized sufficiently the important qualifier "rela
tive." He misinterprets therapist neutrality as a
position of distance and indifference to the patient's
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plight. He proclaims, "Who wants a neutral thera
pist?" Forexample, he writes:

Insisting on "neutrality" or considering departures from neu
trality as a boundary crossing, istoextract asmall piece ofearly
psychoanalytic theory for use asasafeguard against injudicious
involvement onthepart ofthetherapist. Theguideline seems to
suggest that most therapists of various schools of thought can
notbetrusted to perform competent, supportive behavioral and
exploratory therapy without an external mandate that elimi
nates the resourceful use of their own therapeutic judgment
tailored to fit each uniquesituation.

I believe that an important principle that supports
and facilitates effective psychotherapy is the"rule of
abstinence." It states that the therapist must refrain
from obtaining personal gratification at the expense
of the patient.A corollary to the ruleof abstinence is
that the therapist's main source of personal satisfac
tion isderived from the professional gratification of
engaging in the therapeutic process and from the
pleasure gained in helping the patient.

Anothercorollary to the ruleof abstinence is rela
tive therapist neutrality. I clearly state in my articles
that I do not define therapeutic neutrality in the
psychoanalytic sense of equidistance between the
therapist's ego, superego, id, and reality. The quali
fier "relative" neutrality makes clear that I do not
advocate that therapists act robotically toward their
patients. As I have written in a number of articles,
psychotherapy relies on the human interaction be
tween patientand therapist to beeffective. Therapist
neutrality refers to avoiding imposing the therapist's
values on patients or interfering in their personal
lives, based on the therapist's personal agenda. Ob
viously, for patients whose decision-making capacity
isseverely and dangerously compromised, the thera
pist must intervene professionally.

Dr. Kroll's second complaint is about the guide
line, "preserve relative anonymity of therapist." He
recognizes the important qualifier "relative" but
quickly dismisses it as "not especially helpful." Dr.
Kroll ignores the qualifier by stating the obvious—
that "anonymity is, in fact, a myth." He states:

In a broad sense, every sentence, facial expression, and bodily
posture; every choice of furniture and furnishings; the decision
to hang one's diplomas on the wall or to have photographs of
one'sspouse and children on adesk; theselection ofclothes and
adornments; and the decision whether to work on various reli
gious holidays all reveal information about the therapist and
thusconstitute adeparture fromanonymity andcouldrepresent
a boundary crossing or perhaps a boundaryviolation.

Ofcourse, therapist anonymity is impossible. Nor is
it desirable. In my articles on boundaries in treat
ment, I freely admit that therapist self-disclosure isa
complex topic.2 The therapist's position of relative
anonymity does not require that the therapist be a
blank screen. The therapeutic relationship between
therapist and patient is interactive. Some therapists
have found that sharing a personal experience may
prove helpful toa patient. However, a problem arises
whena therapist, in a moment of self-disclosure, de
scribes currentpersonal conflicts or crises in the ther
apist's life that can create a role reversion in the pa
tient. Thepatient may attempt to rescue thetherapist
or, at a minimum, is burdened by the disclosures.
Details of the therapist's personal life, especially sex
ual fantasies and dreams about the patient or others,
obviously should not be shared.

Dr. Kroll's third criticism isdirected at the guide
line, "establish a stable fee policy." My position is
thata stable, not a capricious, fee policy befollowed.
I have no argumentwith therapists whowant to pro
vide treatment to patients at no charge, notwith
standingthe therapeutic obstacles that canarise from
such an arrangement. In fact, most psychiatrists, in
cluding me, provide substantial pro bono care to
patients.

Bartering arrangements with patientsdo not usu
ally workout well. It isdifficult for the therapist, and
especially for a distressed patient who desperately
needs treatment, to place a realistic value on the
goods that are bartered. As a treatment issue, thera
pist and patient should havea clearunderstandingof
fee arrangements that are part of a stable fee policy.
Fee misunderstandings or disputes often disrupt
treatment, undermining the therapist-patient rela
tionship. Establishing treatmentboundaries that are
stable, but not inflexible, provides a secure therapeu
tic frame for patients who have experienced mainly
insecurity and distrust in their lives.

In response to a vignette in the article by Dr. Wil
liams and me,3 Dr. Kroll criticizes our suggestion
that "psychiatrists mayethically electnot to continue
to treat a non-emergency patient who is unable to
pay for treatment." Although Dr. Kroll or I may not
choose to do this, it nevertheless is a realistic, ethical
option,provided the patientisnot abandoned.Ther
apists are not required to provide treatment at no
cost. Dr. Kroll states:

It may be legally permissible to discontinue treatment under
suchcircumstances, but discontinuing treatmentmayitselfcre-
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ate acrisis oremergency situation. It is theassumption of uni
versal applicability of theauthors' [Simon and Williams) par
ticular value systemthat ismost troublesome.

Apparently, I have not made clear enough that I do
notespouse the universal applicability of our "value
system." Treatment guidelines are presented for ther
apists toconsider. Theycantake them or leave them.
The main issue is whether the setting of treat
ment boundaries with a specific patient facilitates
treatment.

In his article, Dr. Kroll writes about harm caused
by"the recent practice ofconstructinghighly specific
guidelines that reflect one author's or one group's
preferred methods and values...." I have perhaps
not emphasized sufficiently that theboundaryguide
lines presented in my articles summarize a rich and
extensive bodyof psychiatric literature on construct
ing a basic and necessary therapeutic frame for the
sound conduct of an impossible task known as
psychotherapy.4,5

Finally, Dr. Kroll critiques studies of precursor
boundary violations that eventually lead to therapist
sexual misconduct.6-13 He states:

Thereisrelatively littlerecognition of thediversity of schools of
therapy and value differences in the psychotherapy field. Be
cause most writing about boundary crossings and violations
seemsto end up in discussions about therapists' sexual miscon
duct, there isan inferencethat the boundaryviolatoris in reality
a sexabuser-in-waiting.

With this statement, as elsewhere, Dr. Kroll sets
upstrawmen to knockdown. It is true that, in med
icine ingeneral andin psychiatry inparticular, study
ing the pathologic to arrive at an understanding of
"normality" has a long, fruitful tradition. Like foren
sicpathologists, forensic psychiatrists have much to
offer the clinician. This is especially true in studying
boundary violations in sexual misconduct cases. Of
course, boundaryviolations do not "inexorably" lead
to sexual misconduct. Mostboundary crossings and
violations aredetectedearly by therapists and turned
to the clinical benefit of the patient.

Dr. Kroll concludes his article with these polemi
cal remarks:

Although it ishelpful to examine specific cases in which harm
has been doneandto trytoanticipate warning signs thattherapy
is going awry in the direction of exploitation of a patient, the
recent practice of constructing highly specific guidelines that
reflect one setof preferred methodsandvalues does a disservice
to the majority of those in the healing professions andto their
patients. The influence of these boundary guidelines and of the
cynical risk-management warning that it is moreimportant to
avoid the semblance of wrongdoing than to struggle to do the
right thing can besubjected to a public debate about efficacy
and values in psychotherapy.

For every harm done by therapistswho havemiscon
strued boundary guidelines as inflexible boundary
standards, I submit that many more therapists have
harmed patients, themselves, and the mental health
professions by not following generally accepted
boundary guidelines.
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